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ABSTRACT

When a large number of jobs and machines are taken into account, efficiency in the Job shop scheduling plays an essential role. In case of classical job shop scheduling, an operation is allowed to be processed by any machine from a given set and the FJSP is an extension of the classical job shop scheduling problem. The problem consists of two steps, one is to assign each operation to a machine and the second is to sequence the operations on the machines, such that the maximum completion time (makespan) of all operations is minimized. Many heuristics methods are designed as solutions with a close to optimal solution. This work deals with the job shop scheduling using Genetic algorithm aimed at creating a mathematical model with precedence order of the jobs as constraint. A MATLAB code will be used to generate an algorithm for finding the optimal solution. The input parameters are the operating time and the sequence of operation for each job in the machines provided. The makespan value is used to compare the results.
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THE INTRODUCTION

Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS):

FMS is a method for producing goods that is readily adaptable to changes in the product being manufactured, in which machines are able to manufacture parts and in the ability to handle varying levels of production. (FMS) is a manufacturing system in which there is a degree of flexibility that allows the system to react in the case of changes, whether planned or unplanned. A flexible manufacturing system (FMS) gives manufacturing firms an advantage in quickly changing manufacturing environment. In this type of production where small batches of a variety of custom products are made. As most of the obtained products require a unique configuration and sequencing of the processing steps of flexible manufacturing systems is usually considered to their more effective in the manufacture of components rather than the finished products.

Scheduling:

As a job is always characterized by its route, processing requirement and priority, scheduling rates the works in order of its priority and then provides for its release to the plant at the proper time and in the correct sequence. Scheduling comes after Routing and the jobs may be scheduled based on various parameters such as lowest processing time, most work remaining etc. Scheduling is categorized into 3 categories.

```
SCHEDULING

Open Shop Scheduling        Flow Shop Scheduling        Job Shop Scheduling
```
Open Shop Scheduling:

The open-shop scheduling problem (OSSP) is a scheduling problem in which a given “n” jobs must each be processed for given amounts of time at each of a given “m” workstations, in an arbitrary order. Each task must be processed on a workstation at least once and the processing time can be zero in some machines. The order in which this occurs is not relevant.

Flow Shop Scheduling:

Flow shop scheduling problems, are a class of scheduling problems where there are a set of “m” number of jobs and “n” number of machines, where a strict sequence of operations for each job is followed. Especially the maintaining of a continuous flow of processing tasks is desired with a minimum of idle time and a minimum of waiting time. A minimal downtime and minimal waiting time are the constraints in these kinds of problems. Flow shop scheduling is a special case of the shop scheduling tasks where there is a strict order of all operations performed on all jobs. In this case, each machine can perform more than one operation for a particular job.

Job Shop Production:

A job shop is a sort of manufacturing process in which little groups of an assortment of custom items are made. In the job shop process flow, the majority of the items prepared oblige a novel set-up and sequencing of methodology steps. In a job shop problem there are a limited number of jobs are obliged to be handled by a limited number of machines. Each one job comprises of an arrangement of operations which are decided beforehand. For a particular job operations are processed according to their technological sequence and a strict precedence constraint is followed i.e. none of the operations will be able to start processing before the preceding operation is over. The operations on a particular machine are performed without interruption for a period of time. There are no initial and terminal machines i.e. machines those perform inly the initial and final operation of a job.
A viable program is an assignment of operations to time on a violation without restrictions workshops machine. A **makespan** is defined as the maximum time for completion of all work. Our aim is to generate such a program in the process of shop scheduling tasks to minimize the makespan i.e. the time length of the schedule, in which all the operations of each task is completed.

The problem of Job-shop Scheduling flexible (FJSP) is a generalization of the traditional JSP, where there are a set of machines available and each operation is allowed to be processed on any one of the available ones. A FJSP is more troublesome than the established JSP, because it adds a level of decision yet beside that sequencing i.e. job routes. Towards job route decides appropriate machine to process a particular operation among the available machines. The difficulty of FJSP suggests the use of heuristics to produce good enough schedule instead of seeking the exact solution.

**Constraints applied in a job shop scheduling problems:**

- A job should not visit the same machine more than once.
- There is no precedence constraints on operations of different jobs.
- Operations ones started can’t be interrupted.
- Each machine is capable of processing one job at a time
- Each job must be processed through a particular predefined sequence of operations
Each optimization problem must have an objective function to be minimized or maximized in order to get some solution. In this case, the objective function is the value of the total execution time or the programming interval length. The makespan value to be set as follows:

The problem has a certain number of jobs and each job is comprised of number of operations. Each operation takes certain amount of time i.e. each operation has a make value. When these operations get arranged in the sequence (according to their precedence order) of the program and then each machine gets a particular make value. **Maximum** of the make values of all the machines is the value of **Makespan (longest path)**.

As per the above Gantt chart, it represents a schedule for a 3 job 4 machines FJSP problem, and the schedule represented has a makespan of 13.
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LITERATURE REVIEW:

- Job Shop scheduling problems are NP job hard. Brucker [1] and Garey [2] stated this and obtaining solutions to these problems are a difficult task. A number of heuristic approaches have been developed in recent decades by researchers to optimize scheduling problems scheduling the job shop and some of them are: genetic algorithm, artificial immune systems, simulated annealing, optimization of ant colony, etc.

- Over the years several heuristic processes such as dispatching rules, local search and a few metaheuristics for example tabu search, GA have been developed to FJSP. These can be classified into two broad categories: the hierarchical approach and integrated approach. The hierarchical approach reduces difficulty by solving the problem by decomposing into a sequence of sub-problems. Brandimarte [4] Paulli [5], rooms and Barnes [3] followed the same approach among others. They all used different dispatching rules to solve the assignment problem and also solved the resulting schedule using different heuristics.

- Integrated approach is much more difficult to solve, for best results, as shown in Vaessens et al [6] Dauzère Fathers and Paulli [7] Hurink et al. [14] And Mastrolilli and Gambardella [8] they all adopted an integrated approach. Among them, Mastrolilli Gambardella showed the results of calculation claiming their tabu search works better than any other heuristics developed so far, in terms of computing time and solution quality.
Brandimarte (1993) [9] was the first to implement this heuristic method to solve job shop scheduling. And Brucker Carlier and Piso [10] suggested branch and bound methods for the solution to small problems. But for large size problems Blazewicz [12] developed an effective local search method and the results of the method were found for at least one preferred program.

n-Chan Choi [13] aimed to develop a local search algorithm to solve the problem of job shop scheduling with an objective to minimize makespan. Local search algorithms reduces the total computation time.Sequence dependent setup status is added to this problem. The total processing time of each job depends on the job sequence in each machine.

Now a days GAs have been efficiently implemented to solve FJSP. The most significant works are those of Chen et al[15], Jia et al[17], Ho and Tay[18] and, significantly Kacem et al[16]. They all adopted integrated approaches, and vary from each other differen coding methods, initial population pool generation, selection of chromosomes for reproduction and generation strategies for descendants. Chen et al [15] divided the chromosome representation into two parts, the first defining routing policy, and the second sequence of operations on each machine. Jia et al. proposed a modified GA to solve distributed scheduling problems and can be implemented for FJSP

Kacem et al. [16] suggested a chromosome representation which is a combination of routing and sequencing, and to develop an approach to find the location of favourable initial assignments. To sequence the operations dispatching rules were applied. Once this initial population generated, then crossover and mutation operator to be applied jointly to generate descendants.
• Mastrolilli and Gambardella (2000) [19] worked on neighborhood functions FJSS that might be utilized in Meta heuristic optimization methods. This method is superior to any other method in terms of results and quality of the solution calculation.

• DA Koonce [20] used data mining to find the programming model for problems job shop scheduling. This work aimed at applying the method of data mining to explore the model. Genetic algorithm is used to generate a better solution and Data mining is used to find the relationship between the sequences of the operations and predict the next job in the sequence. The result of data mining can be used to summarize new rule that gives the result as a result of the genetic algorithm

• Chandrasekharan [21] introduced three new dispatching rules for dynamic flow shop problem and the Job shop problem. He compared the performance of these rules, to 13 sequencing rules. The problem is modified by random route. Problems are changed Job shop flow programming problem scheduling problem. The study concluded that the performance of dispatching rules is influenced by the flow of work.

• Chenet al. (1999) [22] utilized an integrated methodology to comprehend the FJSP. Genes chromosomes separately depict a cement assignment operations of each one machine and the sequence of operations on each one machine. Yang (2001) proposed a GA-based discrete element programming methodology. Zhang and Gen (2005) proposed a genetic algorithm on the premise for taking care of the issue from the perspective of dynamic programming

• Jansen [24] scheduling problem solved store work under the assumption that the jobs have a controllable processing time. This means we can reduce the processing time of work by paying a cost. Jansen presented two models and these are the continuous pattern and the reduction model. The test may be clear that the two can solve in polynomial time approximation scheme is fixed when the number of machines and
the number of operations. Problem of job-shop scheduling to minimize makespan is considered.

- Guinet [25] reduces the problem of job shop problems casting jobs limited priority. After that, he used the Johnson rule to solve this problem and he observed that the optimization of rule long Johnson is demonstrated by two state machines and effective for the problems of the shop three or four manual machines.


- Ganesen[28] solved a special case of job shop scheduling problem by adding a new constraint, Minimum variance time competition restriction (CTV) to the problem. The lower limit of the CTV is developed for the problem to solve this problem using programming approach backwards. The result obtained from the programming approach backwards is compared with those of obtained from the forward approach..
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Methodology Adopted:-

The FJSP can be defined as follows.
It is given a set $J = \{J_1, J_2, \ldots, J_n\}$ of independent jobs. A job $J_i$ is formed by a sequence $O_{i1}, O_{i2}, \ldots, O_{in_i}$ of operations to be performed one after the other according to the given sequence and also it is given a set $M = \{M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_m\}$ machines to process these operations. Each operation can be processed on any among given subset of Compatible machines. There exists a case of partial Flexibility if there exists a proper subset for atleast one operation. When each operation can be processed on every available machine there exists a case of Total Flexibility. The make value of each operation is machine-dependent.

- Let $t_{ij,k}$ be the processing time of operation $O_{ij}$ when processed on machine $M_k$ and once an operation is started it can’t be interrupted. The jobs and machines are available at time 0 and each machine is capable of performing only one operation at a time. The aim of the problem is to assign each operation to an appropriate machine (routing problem), and to sequence the operations on the machines (sequencing problem) in order to minimize the makespan. And we will refer to any solution of the FJSP as a chromosome.
Gantt chart:

Devised by Henry Gantt in 1910s, Gantt chart is the representation type of bar chart used to represent a feasible schedule of a scheduling problem. A Gantt chart is a visual representation of a project schedule. A time-scale is given on the chart's horizontal axis and each activity is shown as a separate horizontal rectangle (bar) whose length is proportional to the time required (or taken) for the activity's completion. Gantt chart also provides the details about the precedence of operations under taken by the Jobs in various machines. It has some advantages as well as disadvantages. It is the best medium for representing the schedule in a small problem but for a problem with large number of activities a Gantt chart can’t be used to represent the schedule i.e. it will be very difficult to represent. As it doesn’t give any idea about the total project size, it becomes tough to compare two projects with same completion time.

- Problem data is organized in a table, where rows correspond to operations and columns correspond to machines. The entries of the input table are the processing times, as shown in Table 1. In this problem we have total flexibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$M_1$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$M_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$O_{11}$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{12}$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{13}$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{21}$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{22}$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{23}$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{31}$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_{32}$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Processing Time table
A GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR FJSP:

A GA is a local search algorithm which follows evolution pattern. The algorithm starts from an Initial solution pool also called as population and applies genetic operators to produce offsprings which are assumed to be more fit than the ancestors. Each new chromosome corresponds to a solution. The process is repeated until a stop criteria is satisfied which may be the maximum number of iterations or a time constraint. In case of GA a more variable search space can be explored at each step.

The overall structure can be described in the following steps:

1. **INITIAL POPULATION GENERATION:-**

This step includes two processes. One is to assign each operation a machine and second is to sequence the operations keeping in mind the precedence constraint of operations. For assigning we randomly permute the jobs and machines given in the table. By doing this it finds different initial combinations in different run of the algorithm, so it can better explore the search space. And the sequencing is also done randomly with the precedence constraint. For example one of the solutions is as follows.

\[
P= (O_{11}, M_1),(O_{12}, M_3),(O_{31}, M_2),(O_{21}, M_4),(O_{32}, M_1),(O_{22}, M_2),(O_{13}, M_3),(O_{23}, M_4)
\]

2. **CODING:-**

For implementation of GA, the solution or the schedule needs to be represented symbolically i.e. by a string. In this case we use the task sequencing list representation proposed by Kacem et al., in which a string is formed by triples \((i, j, k)\), one for each operation, where
i = the job to which the operation belongs
j= the serial number of the operation within the job
k=the machine processing that operation

The above solution can be represented by a string as shown below. And the length of the string will be equal to the number of operations.

```
(1,1,1)  (1,2,3)  (3,1,2)  (2,1,4)  (3,2,1)  (2,2,2)  (1,3,3)  (2,3,4)
```

3. **FITNESS EVALUATION:-**

The fitness evaluation is done to check the fitness of chromosomes at each generation. In this case the fitness evaluation function coincides with the makespan value of the schedule. In each generation all chromosomes are evaluated and the chromosomes with lower values of makespan or fitness value are considered more fit than others and are preferred for genetic evolution.

4. **SELECTION:-**

The selection operator is used to select chromosomes for reproduction. There are several selection methods to select chromosomes for mating pool, like binary tournament, random selection, linear ranking etc. But in this case we will select a pair of chromosomes randomly from the population. The two selected chromosomes are used for generation of offsprings. And after each iteration the mating pool is renewed.

5. **OFFSPRING GENERATION:-**

After the chromosomes are selected for reproduction, crossover and mutation operator are used to create offsprings. For crossover operator to be applied two chromosomes are selected and mutation operator is applied to a single chromosome.
In this case we apply Single point crossover that applies sequencing operator to parent chromosomes i.e. the assignment of operations to machines is kept same in offsprings while the sequence of operations is changed with precedence constraint of operations for a single job. In this paper we use **POX (Precedence Preserving Order-based Crossover)** and **PPS (Precedence preserving Shift Mutation)** operators for generation of offspring.

**POX:-**

In POX, it generates two children starting from two parent chromosomes with a crossover probability of \( P_c = 0.5 \). First it selects an operation from the first parent and copies in the first child all the operations of the same job to which the selected operation belongs to. Then the new individual is completed using the remaining operations of the second parent in the same order. The same process is followed to generate the second child also.

**PPS:-**

In case of PPS, it selects a single operation from a single parent chromosome and shifts it to another position in the string but following the precedence constraints. The mutation is done with a mutation probability \( P_m = 0.02 \) and is applied only if it improves the solution quality.

The offspring generation is continued till a maximum number of offsprings are generated or a new generation is found. In this case the offspring generations stops when the number of offsprings are equal to the initial population. And the algorithm stops when the maximum number of iterations are completed. Here we are taking 300 iterations. And the best individual i.e. the schedule with the lowest makespan value is given as output.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:-

A MATLAB code was generated using the above Genetic algorithm. The program was tested on the following test problem of 3 job 4 machine from F.Pezzella, G.Morganti, G.Ciaschetti[2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M1</th>
<th></th>
<th>M2</th>
<th></th>
<th>M3</th>
<th></th>
<th>M4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O23</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O31</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table:2- Problem involving 3 jobs 4 machines

The problem generated in MATLAB was executed and the following output was obtained at the end of 300th iteration.
As per the Output obtained, the schedule with minimum makespan value is as follows:

\[ S = \{(1,1,3), (1,2,3), (2,1,1), (1,3,3), (2,2,4), (2,3,2), (3,1,1), (3,2,1)\} \]

Or

\[ S = (O_{11}, M_3), (O_{12}, M_3), (O_{21}, M_1), (O_{13}, M_3), (O_{22}, M_4), (O_{23}, M_2), (O_{31}, M_1), (O_{32}, M_1) \]
Figure 3: Gantt Chart for the given schedule

The makespan value of the above schedule was found to be 13 hours.
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CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION:

This current work focuses on the scheduling of jobs in the job shops and to optimize it by minimizing the makespan value. The genetic algorithm used was aimed at creating a mathematical model without machine availability constraint. The algorithm was coded in MATLAB and the algorithm was effective in many problems. The schedules obtained have makespan value near to optimal.
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